
Top 5 Things to Remember When Choosing Preferred 

Auto Glass Services 

Looking for someone to fix or replace your car glass? To get good work and a smooth 

experience, it's important to pick the right service. We know how important it is to find a 

reliable company to help you with your car glass needs. Preferred Auto Glass is a windscreen 

replacement near me service provider that you can consider. But when working with 

Preferred Auto Glass, you should remember these five most important things about its 

services: 

 

Mobile Service Convenience 

Preferred Auto Glass offers easy windshield chip repair near me, which is one of the best 

things about it. You have a lot going on, so its repair professionals come to you, at home, at 

work, or anywhere else. Driving to a store and sitting around is a waste of time. So, take 

advantage of Preferred Auto Glass’s mobile service that lets you go about your day. 

Professionalism and knowledge 

You need to make sure that you hire experienced professionals to work on something as 

important as the glass in your car. If you need to fix or replace any kind of car glass, 

Preferred Auto Glass has certified technicians who can do it all. There's no need to worry 

about your car's safety. 

Quality OEM Replacement Parts 

Preferred Auto Glass cares about your safety on the road, and that’s why it only uses OEM 

(original equipment manufacturer) replacement parts. The quality and look of OEM new 

windshields are the same as the original glass in your car because they are made with 

original equipment-style tools. You can be sure that it will fit right and there won't be any 

noise or leaks while you're moving. 

Weather Considerations and Safe Drive Time 

https://www.preferredautoglass.ca/mobile-service/
https://www.preferredautoglass.ca/mobile-service/
https://www.preferredautoglass.ca/rock-chip-repear/
https://www.preferredautoglass.ca/mobile-service/


Your car glass doesn't have to wait because the weather isn't good. If there is a safe shed to 

work in, Preferred Auto Glass will come to you even if it's raining or snowing. If the 

temperature drops as low as -18 degrees Celsius, it is one of the auto glass companies that 

still have special glue for it. This means that the work will be safe no matter what. 

Post-Service Care and Precautions 

Following some important safety rules is important after having auto windshield 

replacement at Preferred Auto Glass. To make sure the glue sticks properly, don't roll down 

your door glass all the way or shut the door by force for three hours after work. Pressure 

washing your car is also not allowed for 24 hours after installing the glass. This is to protect 

the new glass. 

For more information about the services, visit https://www.preferredautoglass.ca/ 
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